The Longhair Pride Flag

The longhaired pride flag was designed on April 20, 2009 by Taier Parsnow to give a voice and symbol to the
longhaired community. While the image is copyrighted (©2009) by Taier, he has granted public use of the image with
the belief that fetish community symbols should be open, and available for public use by the community.
The field of the flag is divided into three bars, red, purple, and blue. The three bars have multiple meanings, meant to
encompass all peoples from all walks of life. The ocean, the ground, and the sky‐ to encompass longhaired people
everywhere in the world. The blue base represents heterosexuality, the red cap represents homosexuality, and the
purple represents bisexuality‐ to encompass people of all sexual preferences. The blue base represents masculinity,
the red cap represents femininity, and the purple represents the middle ground‐ to encompass all genders.
The center of the field is a seven‐barred fall, with a rounded top, meant to be the shape of a longhaired person from
the back. The rounded top is also meant to represent a rising sun, to symbolize the pride and strength of the
longhaired community. The seven bars are meant to represent all hair natural hair colours: white, grey, black, brown,
red, blonde and platinum, to encompass all races and creeds of longhaired person.
The field of the flag has a width ratio of 5:3 to it’s height. The bars are equal in height, at 1/3rd of the field each. The
fall is centered in the flag with a gap of 1/24th of the flag’s height at the top. The falls are 1/40th of the flag’s width at
the top, and 3/40th at the bottom, and are rounded at the top.
Field Specifications:
Red

R:69 G:0 B:0

Purple

R:46 G:0 B:69

Blue

R:0 G:0 B:69

C:47% M:85%
Y:77% K:71%
C:86% M:100%
Y:30% K:50%
C:100% M:96%
Y:30% K:54%

Fall Specifications:
#450000

White

#2E0045

Grey

#000045

Black
Brown
Red
Blonde
Platinum

R:255 G:255
B:255
R:153 G:153
B:153
R:0 G:0 B:0
R:51 G:29
B:0
R:196 G:95
B:18
R:204 G:153
B:51
R:255 G:204
B:102

C:0% M:0% Y:0% K:0%

#FFFFFF

C:43% M:35% Y:35% K:1%

#999999

C:100% M:100% Y:100% K:
100%
C:56% M:68% Y:82% K:74%

#000000
#331D00

C:18% M:72% Y:100% K:6%

#C45F12

C:20% M:40% Y:96% K:2%

#CC9933

C:0% M:21% Y:70% K:0%

#FFCC66

